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Mod to MOV Converter means a lot to camcorder users:

Convert Mod video to MOV movie and MP4 formats
Convert videos to various mobile players: iPod, iPhone, Apple TV, PSP
Advanced video editing functions and output settings

4Easysoft Mod to MOV Converter enables you to enjoy videos Mod video recorded by a
tapeless camcorder on iPod, iPhone, Apple TV, PSP. This Mod to MOV converter not only
can convert Mod to MOV, but also can convert MPEG, MPG, VOB, Tod to almost popular
video formats. With Mod to MOV Converter, you can convert Mod records to QuickTime video
and share them with more friends online.

Furthermore, Mod to MOV Converter provides powerful video editing functions and enables
you to adjust encoding settings. It is easy to use for both novices and pros with user-friendly
interface. Uniquely, you can feel free to add watermark on video. All features above make it
the universal Mod to MOV converting software for camcorders. Once you have a camcorder,
please try 4Easysoft Mod to MOV Converter.

Key Features

1. Abundant formats supported

Convert camcorder files
4Easysoft Mod to MOV Converter supports Mod, Tod, MPEG, MPG, VOB as input formats,
and it converts camcorder Mod files to MOV, MP4, H.264, MPEG-4, AVI, MP3, AAC, etc.
Finish different output formats conversion at the same time
4Easysoft Mod to MOV Converter has the function of setting different output formats from
source by one time.
Compatible with diverse PMPs
With powerful Mod to MOV Converter, you can enjoy the video shots on computer or other
digital devices, such as iPod, iPhone, Apple TV, PSP and other MP4 players.

2. Powerful Video Editing functions

Set video effect and Deinterlacing
4Easysoft Mod to MOV Converter allows you to set the video Brightness, Contrast,
Saturation. Checking Deinterlacing helps you to convert interlaced video to the progressive
video, this function can optimize the video effect.
Split segments randomly or exactly
Split movies by preset the exact start and end time, or just drag the slider bar.
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Merge files into one
4Easysoft Mod to MOV Converter doubles your enjoyment with joining several interesting
clips into one.
Crop video play region to retain what you want
Crop frame size to remove your unwanted area using Mod to QuickTime Converter like the
smart scissors.
Real-time preview and capture images
You can preview the original video and the instant output video for your operation at the same
time,take snapshot to capture the image of highlight while previewing movies.
More settings for you to customize
Detailed video and audio settings are provided by Mod to MOV Converter for you to adjust,
such as set the Video Encoder, Resolution, Frame Rate, Video Bitrate. You can also directly
input your own resolution as the form of “XXX*XXX”; set the Audio Encoder, Sample Rate,
Channels, Audio Bitrate. You also can save all the output settings as your preference, which
is saved in the user-defined column automatically.
Watermark your video
To personalize your video, add Image or Text watermark with customized transparency and
position in your movie.
Choose subtitle and audio track
You are available to choose subtitle and audio track.

3. Easier operation and better quality
4Easysoft Mod to MOV Converter integrates plenty of professional codes so that all the
conversion is in amazing speed with superb quality. With an intuitively designed user
interface, all you need is no more than several clicks to finish the converting.

4Easysoft Mod to MOV Converter new features:

Watermark function added.
Output diverse formats at one time.
Subtitle and audio track selection.

System Requirements

OS Supported: Windows NT4/2000/2003/XP and Windows Vista, Windows 7
Hardware Requirements: 800MHz Intel or AMD CPU, or above; 512MB RAM or more
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